Cost-effectiveness analysis comparing chemotherapy regimens in the treatment of AIDS-related Kaposi's sarcoma in Brazil.
Economic analyses of agents used in the treatment of AIDS and opportunistic diseases are particularly important in developing countries. To analyze the cost-effectiveness of AIDS-related Kaposi's sarcoma (AIDS-KS) chemotherapy regimens in Brazil. A decision-analysis model was developed, and effectiveness data were derived from randomized phase III trials evaluating pegylated liposomal doxorubicin (PLD), liposomal daunorubicin (DNX), and the ABV regimen (doxorubicin, bleomycin, and vincristine). Resource data on direct medical costs were obtained from local sources. The cost-effectiveness estimates (defined as average costs per patient who responds completely or partially) favored PLD (US $10,272/responder) in comparison to DNX (US $16,263/responder). Regarding cost-effectiveness, the ABV regimen that is widely used in developing countries had better results when compared to both PLD (US $1,268 vs. US $10,271) and DNX (US $1,268 vs. US $16,260). The incremental cost per additional responder of using PLD instead of ABV was US $20,990. Sensitivity analyses suggest that these results hold over a wide range of assumptions. ABV seems to be the most reasonable treatment option for AIDS-KS patients in resource-limited countries like Brazil.